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LUCKY DOGS!
The Moto/ology-sponsored/Vallis Motorsport 
Lapped Traffic Racing Team scores big 
winning the Lucky Dog Racing 2022 GT3 Class 
Championship!

THE THRILL OF
OPEN WHEEL RACING
Just watching the wheels go 'round...
the thrills never seem to stop!

100% AVRO ARROW
We visit the impressive

full-sized Avro Arrow replica at its 
Edenvale home!

Hillclimb Hellion
Royce Rumsey shows us the 

insides and outsides 
of an awesome 

teutonic competition 
machine

THE HOLIDAY

SEASON APPROACHES!
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PUBLISHER’S 
MESSAGE
Summer 2022 is behind us now and with all the upset 

and anguish in the world we can try to hope for some 
semblance of sanity and the return of peace. At the time 

of writing this, an uncalled for and unjust war is still raging in 
Ukraine and the misguided perpetrators are threatening the 
unthinkable—a nuclear strike. These folks are true desperados 
that have undertaken a venture so flawed and improper that it 
begs condemnation from every thinking person in existence. 
I stated in the last issue that by the time summer was in full 
fling, perhaps we’d know the final outcome of this disastrous 
folly. Sadly, it continues and the pain and suffering along with 
it. We can only take some solace in the fact that the instigators 
who believed they’d just walk in and take over seem to be being 
handed their ass. Indeed, it is this looming threat of defeat that 
has the Russian leader threatening this nuclear escalation as 
his much-ballyhooed military machine seems to be much less 
formidable than we had previously thought. In fact, despite 
its apparent acts of cruelty and indiscretion, Putin’s vaunted 
“new red” army is starting to look more and more incompetent 
and ineffective. As the Ukrainian forces reclaim territory and 
push the invaders back, the more sane and worldly Russian 
population is starting to speak out on this fiasco and many of 
fighting age are fleeing the madness. As all this unfolds, the 
maniacal management in Moscow gets more and more antsy. I 
honestly don’t know what Putin will do—whether he will come 
to his senses and seek a negotiated peace, will he resign, step 
down and just walk away or will he actually follow through on 
his threat to use nukes. I’m thinking he’s just a nutty enough 
egomaniac to try to use the latter option. Hopefully there’s 
someone in the chain of command that will say enough is 
enough, disobey the order and remove him from power.

There I go with the venting/ranting again—I keep saying 
Moto/ology won’t become a political thing, but maybe I should 
just give in and go with the flow. I mean everyone has a stake 
in these world events so maybe we should be acknowledging 
them, right? Here’s hoping things will cool of and calm down 
soon and we can all enjoy a peaceful and happier world by 
Christmas. Meanwhile, let’s look at some more fun things that 
are motor driven!

We done had us some fun times!
This past summer has been chock-a-block full of all kinds 

of moto-related activities from airshows to boat shows to car 
shows and well, you name it. We had the very good fortune 
to observe and even take part in some of the events that were 
happening locally while we also had occasion to enjoy some 
quality time tinkering with our toys. (Be sure to catch the latest 
reports on our SAP situation in the Moto-Blog-postings!)

Speaking of Moto-Blogs, I have to admit I’ve been a bit 
lackadaisical in getting the postings up and out there. I will 
make it a point to get things posted on our social media in a 
much more timely fashion and I encourage you all to check us 
out on social media from time to time for the latest in Moto/
ological developments and happenings.

With that said, I have to also admit we’re still on our back 
foot here and things have been delayed forcing another late 
release on this issue. With that in mind, I’d like to point out that 
we’re going to treat this as an early pre-holiday issue and make 
mention of some great gift ideas from our advertisers. There’s 
some trick tools available from our friends at PICO Canada, 
and you’ll always get started with an Optima Battery on board.

If you have someone you know (or are that someone!) who’s 
into motorsports, we encourage you to check out the programs 
and offerings from our old friends at Subject Motorsports. 
Paul Subject and his group have been avid supporters of Moto/
ology since its beginning and he offers excellent racing support 
in the form of F1200 “Arrive and Drive” programs (along 
with the technical participation of Vallis Motorsports) and he 
also provides excellent high-performance driving and racer 
coaching services. Please check out his ad on page 59 of this 
issue and ask about gifting your favourite race enthusiast. 

Speaking of Vallis Motorsport, Bill Vallis also provides 
technical services and race car preparation for many racers in 
the southern Ontario and Northeast U.S. areas. Bill specializes 
in formula cars, and is the local guru for Formula 1200 and 
Vintage Formula Vee, but is experienced in servicing and 
preparing all kinds of racing vehicles. You’ll find his contact info 
in his ad on page 69 of this issue. 

A new advertiser we’ve recently taken on is Brack Driving 
Concepts and they provide a host of services to develop your 
driving skillsets. Included in their portfolio are advanced 
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Fall is in the air and the Holidays aren’t far off!
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Canadian Indycar 
racer James Hinchcliff 
storms around the 
course at the Toronto 
Honda Indycar race 
back in pre-COVID 
days. Hinchcliffe 
was one of the most 
popular drivers on 
the Indycar circuit 
and a favourite of 
Canadian fans. He 
suffered a serious 
crash attempting to 
qualify for the 2015 Indy 500 and has subsequently left the series. 
Indycars are considered one of the top types of open-wheel race 
cars. See the whole story on Page 30.
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Well, here we are... with the winter of ’22-’23 almost upon us, and with 
the passing of fall, we were hoping the COVID and the spectre of war 
would be behind us. Alas, we still have unrest, the pesky pandemic 

and other bothersome situations remaining to be dealt with. The war in Ukraine 
is dragging on with no end in sight and the COVID situation is still with us, 
although it’s looking like we may be able to get it under control sufficiently to just 
live with this thing. Anyway, among all the bluster and bother, the looming threat 
of incredibly high energy costs in the coming cold weather is promising to make 
heating our homes and fueling our vehicles a challenge. That said, there may be 
some hope with a few developments that could ease our plight.

There are several technical developments coming along that may offer us a bit 
of relief from many of these woes and we’ll continue to follow their progress with 
interest and curiosity.

So as before, we’ll keep bringing our readers announcements bulletins about 
the state of the art of motor-driven things and the older technologies that keep 
soldiering on. Electric power is definitely coming in all forms of transportation 
and appears to be the best hope for acceptance in a world that demands a cleaner 
approach. If you have any news or announcements, please send them along!

right from the get-go. I’m not the 
biggest fan or proponent for electric 
vehicles. I can see they hold promise, 
but from everything I see and read, so 
far, they have quite a way to go before 
they can save the world’s ecosystems. 
I won't get into specifics here about 
battery manufacturing processes, the 
questionable mining practices used 
by some to procure the raw materials 
and the issues with recycling, those are 
all subjects for another day, or article. 
Apart from all that, what really gets 
my back up is when someone spews 
misinformation, no let’s rephrase that...
when someone fabricates outright 
lies and slanders and then foists this 
rubbish off as being the truth. This was 
just such a case.

As I sat watching this so-called 
“exploding Tesla battery” video, which 
also stated the car was ‘blown in half...” 
etc., something struck me as odd. 
We’ve all seen the videos of lithium-
ion batteries catching fire, it’s no secret 
it does happen, albeit a lot less than 
some sources would have you believe. I 
thought it curious however, that in this 
instance it was very apparent there was 
no sign of soot, singeing, scorching, 
burning, fire, nuclear meltdown, 
brimstone, you name it. Just a really 
busted-up Tesla that was split in half 
through where the back seats once 
were, and bits and pieces lying all about 
up and down the street.

As the videographer walked around 
the scene, he came upon a very 
wrecked Nissan GTR some distance up 
the road from the unfortunate Tesla. 
Again, this struck me as odd, so I did a 
simple Google search of recent “Tesla 
road accidents in Florida”. Bingo! There 
it was—a television news report on the 
incident. Ah-hah... perhaps now we can 
see exactly what this is all about. Well, 
it turns out there was no Tesla battery 
explosion, no Tesla battery fire, actually 
nothing wrong with the Tesla at all! 

What had actually happened was 
some wahoo who figured he was a 
racing driver, was driving the GTR at a 
very high rate of speed when he ran out 
of talent, blew through a red light at an 
intersection and T-boned the Tesla that 

just happened to be in the wrong place 
at the wrong time. As depicted, the 
Tesla was split through the weak area 
where the back doors are (a common 
structural weak spot in many cars) and 
the totalled GTR carried on down the 
street for almost another block.

So, the article claimed: “one more 
reason not to buy a Tesla...”, but the 
truth of the matter was it may indeed be 
a good reason to buy one as the driver 
reportedly walked away! The driver of 
the GTR also survived, so I would think 
both vehicles offered a similar level of 
accident protection. What’s lacking 
here would seem to be a sense of 
responsibility and judgement, and that 
was on the part of the GTR pilot... but 
you can mull that one over yourself.

Perhaps one could, in this instance, 
legitimately question the structural 
lateral integrity of the Tesla in extreme 
side impacts. But as I said before, this 
is a notorious weak spot in many cars 
and is a result of including opening rear 
doors in their basic design, and not a 
peculiarity to electric cars, whether it’s 
a Tesla or any other brand.

So, back to the e-mail. It’s extremely 
frustrating and maddening that 
bozos with an agenda or some kind 
of character flaw that prevents them 
from telling the truth get to fabricate 
these misrepresentations and put 
them out there for all to read. It’s even 
more frustrating that regular folks 
just take most of what they read at 
face value without ever questioning it, 
then pass it on. That is how things “go 
viral” and many times, lies grow into 
truths. It’s also how propaganda works 
and how we get duped into believing 
nonsense and making very poor or even 
dangerous decisions based on non-facts.

The big take-away I got from this is 
this kind of bullshit does nothing for a 
cause or to legitimize a point of view. 
It just adds to the incredible amount 
of crap on the internet and re-affirms 
there’s not much on it that can be 
trusted. So, please take my advice and 
don’t believe everything that you see 
and read here.

Now what’s that old saying? “I'm the 
biggest liar there is, believe me!” LOL!
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THE IMPORTANCE OF GETTING 
IT RIGHT. Moto/ology does a bit of 
digging and does some clarification. 
(October 2022) 

A typical message with an attachment 
came across my desktop the other day 
and I must say it made me bite my lip in 
angst. There on a headline was the all-
knowing message: “Another reason why 
not to buy an electric car:

Tesla Battery Explosion!
Now that’s what I call assault and 

battery! Worse than the old Pintos.
Damage & debris everywhere!! Yikes!
Don’t rear-end a Tesla!”

Attached was a video with the lead-in 
photo below...

Now knowing full well I shouldn’t 
click on these things, I just had 
to because it came to me via an 
acquaintance who happened to be a 
retired police officer. What could go 
wrong? Well, it’s kind of like this...
But first, let’s get something straight 

driving techniques for use both on 
the street and in track events. They 
have various programs available for 
individuals or they can provide plans 
for fleet operators. Brack also provides 
complete initial and advanced racing 
school courses that take you all the way 
to getting your race licence. If you’ve 
wondered how you can get on track 
and actually race, Brack may just be the 
resource you’ve been looking for. Again, 
contact them and ask about their gifting 
programs. You’ll find their ad and 
information on page 17 of this issue.

If you’ve ever had the dilemma 
about how the heck to attach a licence 
plate to a car without a decent factory 
mounting, or your exotic didn’t offer a 
proper way to do this, for heaven’s sake 
don’t drill holes in the front end—get an 
EasyPlate! EasyPlate offers the perfect 
solution for properly mounting licence 
plates to many cars. They fit quickly, 
easily and securely and are detachable 
for when you want to use your vehicle 
in track day events. They also make a 
fabulous gift! Contact them through 
their ad on page 9.

We have several other advertisers 
that offer goods and services related to 
our motor-driven passions and we ask 
that you please check them out and use 
them wherever you may be able.

Last but not least, check out the latest 
offerings from Blueplanprints. Please 
excuse me for tooting my own horn 
here, but I have to make a living as well 
so here goes my shot at shameless self-
promotion!

I dreamed up Blueplanprints 
many decades back, when I realized 
that technical drawings and actual 
blueprints hold a special appeal for 
us technically oriented gearheads. At 
first, I began marketing my artwork as 
“Blueplaques” with the prints mounted 
on a plaque and later with more 
affordable, simple stand-alone prints, 
they became Blueplanprints—the latest 
iteration of this idea. Through it, I offer 
a series of automotive art-prints that 
depict some of the legendary and best-
loved vehicles of all time. I’m adding 
new images to the collection all the time 
and urge you to please check out my 

SORT OF RELEVANT THINGS.
Motor-driven News and Announcements

offerings and see if there isn’t something 
there that strikes your fancy. The prints 
come in various forms including “giclee” 
stretched canvas prints, metal prints 
and a variety of paper prints either 
simply rolled in a tube or mounted in a 
choice of framed, matted and completely 
finished offerings. You’ll find the 
Blueplanprints web address and contact 
info in our ad on the back page of this 
issue, along with an image of our latest 
release, the legendary Jaguar E-type 
Coupe!  

While I’m at it, I’d also like to mention 
that I also do custom, bespoke drawings 
and reproduced them in single-print 
editions for customers as a special 
order. These prints are done up with 
the VIN numbers, licence plates, 
options and nuances that are particular 
to a customer’s personal vehicle and I 
provide them as a museum-quality print 
on heavy acid-free paper in any size 
the customer requests. Please contact 
me for more information if you’d like 
to commission a custom print of your 
vehicle. Once again, Blueplanprints 
make great gifts for the automotive 
enthusiast in your house!

One last point, while doing our 
research for our “Passages” column, 
we noticed that we had lost three 
astronauts within the past few months. 
These people were true trailblazers and 
we will be indebted and thankful for 
their contributions to science and the 
exploration of space. Read about some 
of those who recently passed starting on 
page 13.

Once again, we’re always on the 
hunt for new readers so please use 
our subscribe page if you haven’t done 
so already. Also, please urge all your 
family, acquaintances, friends, enemies, 
strangers or whomever to check us out 
and subscribe... remember it’s free and 
you’ll help us to grow bigger and better!

We’re also in need of your opinions 
and we’d love to hear your suggestions on 
any events or subjects you’d like to see us 
cover, so please drop us a line or e-mail 
and let us know your thoughts!

Keep healthy and safe and remember 
to be kind and enjoy the upcoming 
Holidays! Thank-you.

Doug Switzer, Publisher
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recycling (iCER) was released in May 
of this year and has been met with 
swift uptake, providing improved fuel 
efficiency in both gas and diesel modes 
and a 50% reduction in methane slip 
compared to the first-generation X-DF. 

 
One order as part of the Qatar NFE 

program is for two 174,000-cbm LNG 
carriers to be built for TMS Cardiff 
Gas at Korean shipyard Daewoo 
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering 
(DSME). The two vessels will be the 
first ships built by DSME to feature on-
engine iCER.

 Volkmar Galke, Director, Global 
Sales, WinGD said: “This huge 

order intake with on-engine iCER 
technology shows the need for proven 
and reliable dual-fuel engines as the 
LNG carrier ordering surge continues. 
Owners and operators are seeking 
fuel flexibility without compromising 
efficiency, emissions or CAPEX. And 
the fact that all have chosen our latest 
compact, cost-saving configuration 
confirms that WinGD delivers the best 
possible solution to customers, giving 
them confidence in their investment 
for today and for the future.”

 
The advantages of X-DF low-pressure 

dual-fuel engines include low CAPEX, 
low maintenance costs and ultra-low 
air pollution, reaching IMO Tier III 
NOx limits without aftertreatment. 
Since its debut in 2015, the entire X-DF 
fleet has grown to more than 350 
engines in operation lending the deep 
in-service experience to the technology 
advancements available today.

 
QatarEnergy has secured 

approximately 60% of the global LNG 
shipbuilding capacity through 2027 to 
cater for its growing LNG carrier fleet 
requirements, which could reach more 
than 100 new vessels. A wide range of 
ship owners have tendered to build gas 
carriers that will be operated under 

long-term charters to QatarEnergy. The 
vessels will be delivered between 2023 
and 2027.

 
WinGD’s X72DF engine has become 

the standard for LNG carriers, with 224 
in service and more than 130 engines on 
order.

WinGD in brief

WinGD advances the decarbonisation 
of marine transportation through 
sustainable energy systems using the 
most advanced technologies in emissions 
reduction, fuel efficiency, hybridisation 
and digital optimisation. With their 
two-stroke low-speed engines at the 
heart of the power equation, WinGD 
sets the industry standard for reliability, 
safety, efficiency and environmental 
design, backed by a global network of 
service and support. Headquartered 
in Winterthur, Switzerland since its 
origin as the Sulzer Diesel Engine 
business in 1893, today it is powering the 
transformation to a sustainable future.

WinGD is a CSSC Group company.
 
For more information: www.wingd.com

BOMBARDIER CELEBRATES EBTRY-
INTO-SERVICE OF CHALLENGER 
3500 LAUNCH CUSTOMER 
AIRCRAFT MONTREAL, CANADA 
Built on the best-selling super mid-size 
platform, the Challenger 3500 aircraft 
combines a luxury cabin experience 
with performance, reliability, best-in-
class operating costs and a smooth ride 
in a single market-leading package.
The aircraft’s advanced features ensure 
Bombardier’s competitive advantage 
and continued leadership in its 
segment. The aircraft will be on static 
display at NBAA 2022 in Orlando, 
Florida as it begins demonstration 
operations.
Bombardier announced today that its 
new award-winning Challenger 3500 
business jet, destined for the program’s 
launch customer, Les Goldberg, 
Chairman and CEO of Entertainment 
Technology Partners, has entered into 

WinGD’s latest generation of X72DF-2.1 
engines with the new on-engine iCER
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service. Mr. Goldberg, a long-time 
Bombardier customer, was previously 
announced as the launch customer 
for the new super mid-size aircraft at 
NBAA 2021 and will take ownership of 
the aircraft later this year.

The latest evolution in the highly 
successful Challenger lineage, the 
Challenger 3500 aircraft offers many 
of the features of the company’s ultra-
luxurious Global family as standard 
equipment, including Bombardier’s 
stylish and exclusive Nuage seat. 
The aircraft’s advanced design also 

Volkmar Galke, Director, Global Sales, WinGD

WinGD’s LATEST X-DF 
TECHNOLOGY TO POWER 
QATARENERGY NEWBUILDS
WINTERTHUR, SWITZERLAND, 
(VIA WAKE MEDIA) — WinGD
WinGD’s latest generation of 
X72DF-2.1 engines will power 25 
vessels as part of the QatarEnergy’s 
North Field East (NFE) project, the 
biggest LNG carrier newbuilding 
project in history. The 50 dual-
fuel engines which feature the new 
on-engine iCER were selected by 
multiple shipyards and shipowners 
highlighting strong confidence in 
WinGD’s proven and reliable low-
pressure dual-fuel engines.

The new on-engine configuration of 
WinGD’s intelligent control by exhaust 

prioritizes passenger wellness, with 
a dramatically lower cabin-pressure 
altitude that engenders a more 
pervasive sense of comfort and well-
being.

“Our Challenger 3500 business jet 
is clearly the right aircraft for today. 
Customers are impressed by the 
aircraft's elevated experience, from the 
comfort and sustainability of its cabin 
to cost efficiency to reliability. And 
our teams have done an amazing job 
delivering this aircraft to market in 
less than a year since it was launched,” 
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for design and innovation excellence, 
the Red Dot: Best of the Best Award.

“As a previous owner of a Challenger 
350 business jet, I can say with 
confidence that Bombardier has hit 
all the right notes in creating a next-
generation aircraft. The cabin interior 
is spectacular, and I appreciate the 
added comfort and productivity that 
these new features will bring to our 
worldwide travels. I’m very proud that 
Entertainment Technology Partners is 
right at the start of this exciting next 
chapter in the Challenger evolution,” 
said Mr. Goldberg.

In line with Bombardier’s commitment 
to the environment, the Challenger 
3500 aircraft is designed and 
manufactured with sustainability in 
mind. It is the first business jet in the 
super mid-size segment to have an 
Environmental Product Declaration 
published, documenting the aircraft’s 
environmental footprint over its 

lifecycle. In the cabin, a range of high-
end, environmentally friendly choices 
make it possible for customers to opt for 
up-cycled fabrics, alternative types of 
wood and natural fibre-based materials 
without compromising style or comfort. 
The aircraft also allows flight crews to 
optimize fuel efficiency and lower CO2 
emissions, using a unique eco app, a 
first in the business aviation industry.

Bombardier’s iconic Challenger 
family – the best-selling super mid-
size platform for the past seven years 
– is the platform of choice among 
top corporate flight departments and 
charter operators worldwide. Attendees 
of NBAA 2022 are welcome to come 
visit the newly delivered Challenger 
3500 aircraft in person where it will be 
on static display in Orlando, Florida 
from October 18-20.

About Bombardier 
Bombardier is a global leader in 
aviation, focused on designing, 

said Éric Martel, President and CEO, 
Bombardier. “We congratulate Mr. 
Goldberg on being an early adopter 
of this ground-breaking aircraft, and 
we are delighted to share this proud 
milestone with him.”

The Challenger 3500 aircraft further 
adds to its string of innovations with 
the industry’s first voice-controlled 
cabin to manage lighting, temperature 
and entertainment systems, the first 
wireless chargers throughout the cabin 
and the only 24-inch, 4K display in its 
class. The technologically advanced 
Challenger 3500 flight deck includes a 
standard-equipped auto throttle system 
and offers the most baseline features in 
its class.

The next-generation Challenger 
3500 business jet has been garnering 
accolades since the program was 
launched in September 2021. In April 
2022, the aircraft won one of the most 
sought-after international distinctions 

manufacturing, and servicing the 
world's most exceptional business jets. 
Bombardier’s Challenger and Global 
aircraft families are renowned for 
their cutting-edge innovation, cabin 
design, performance and reliability. 

Bombardier has a worldwide fleet of 
approximately 5,000 aircraft in service 
with a wide variety of multinational 
corporations, charter and fractional 
ownership providers, governments, and 
private individuals. Bombardier aircraft 

are also trusted around the world in 
special-mission roles. 

Headquartered in Montréal, 
Québec, Bombardier operates 
aerostructure, assembly and 
completion facilities in Canada, 
the United States and Mexico. 
The company’s robust customer 
support network includes facilities 
in strategic locations in the United 
States and Canada, as well as in the 
United Kingdom, Germany, France, 
Switzerland, Italy, Austria, the UAE, 
Singapore, China, and an Australian 
facility opening in 2022.

For corporate news and 
information, including 
Bombardier’s Environmental, 

Social and Governance report, visit 
bombardier.com. Learn more about 
Bombardier’s industry-leading products 
and customer service network at 
businessaircraft.bombardier.com. 
Follow us on Twitter @Bombardier.

There’s still a lot of things that you can do to satisfy 
that warm weather urge for motoring. Even though a 
chill may be in the air, you can still do some open-

air motoring or soaring above the autumn colours in a vintage 
airplane. And let’s not forget that the boating season can go until 
the ice is on the lakes and rivers, so get out and enjoy things 
while you can. We’ll be doing our indoor activities soon enough! 

CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE 
MUSEUM - ART FOR VICTORY EXHIBIT
ONGOING 
Art for Victory: Propaganda and Recruitment Posters from the 
Wildman Collection.

At the outbreak of World War I, the main form of communication 
in Canada was the newspaper and printed posters were used as an 

HAPPENINGS

Fall is here and winter’s not far away. Here’s 
some activities to keep the chill away!

Compilation by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher
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advertising tool, most widely in Europe. 
Without a conscription policy, it was 
necessary to find other ways to convince 
Canadians to join up. Recruitment posters 
promoting enlistment in the forces quickly 
became prominent, and would show up on 
billboards, hoardings, fences and anywhere 
else they would be seen. During both World 
Wars, the large number of posters ordered 
by the military created a booming business 
for printing companies and graphic 
designers. Their efforts helped serve their 
country through Canada’s most significant 
poster campaigns.

The Canadian Warplane Heritage 
Museum in Hamilton, Ontario presents 
their latest acquisition, a unique group of 
recruitment and propaganda posters from 
World War I and II. Formerly owned by 
Christine Wildman of Whitby Ontario. The 
collection of over 70 posters, some of which 
are over 100 years old, features brightly 
coloured illustrations that enticed and 
encouraged the everyday man or woman 
to join the forces. A truly fascinating and 
unusual look into the cutting-edge media of 
a bygone era.

For tickets and further information, 
call 905-679-4183 Ext. 229 or check the 
museum’s website at: www.warplane.com

COMMEMORATIVE AIR 
FORCE WINGS OVER 
DALLAS 2022
NOVEMBER 11-13/2022

This November on Veterans Day 
weekend the Commemorative Air Force 
will be putting on their spectacular 
Warbird show at the Dallas Executive 
Airport. The show will feature some 
beautifully restored and flying vintage 
aircraft from World War II and the 
immediate pre- and post-war years. 
Bombers, fighters and training aircraft will 
be putting on flying displays and many 
on-the-ground activities are planned to 
inform and entertain both young and old 
aviation enthusiasts. Among the impressive 
aircraft slated to attend is the P-51C 
Mustang, “Tuskegee Airmen” and the 
P-51D “Gunfighter”. Bombers on display 
include the B-29 Superfortress “FIFI”, the 
B-17 “Texas Raiders”, the B-24 Liberator 
“Diamond Lil” along with a pair of B-25 
Mitchells and a Curtis Helldiver.

led by one of the most experienced boat 
show teams in North America. After 
2 years of COVID restrictions and the 
complete cancellation, it will be great to get 
back out once again for a hands-on look at 
what’s new and shaking it up on the water! 
See the Boat Show website for complete 
details and up-to-date information:

www.torontoboatshow.com

ONTARIO REGIMENT 
RCAC MUSEUM
ONGOING Winter Hours

This armoured vehicle museum at the 
Oshawa airport in Ontario, Canada bills 
itself as the largest collection of working 
armoured vehicles in Canada. The 
museum is named for the Royal Canadian 
Armoured Corps (RCAC) and boasts 
over 50 tanks and armoured vehicles in 
running condition. The museum also has 
an extensive collection of static displays 
and memorabilia. 

Outdoor demonstrations of their tanks 
and other armoured vehicles take place on 
most Saturdays and the museum is open 
to visitors on limited days throughout the 
winter months.

They put on a spectacular show every 
summer called the Aquino Tank Weekend. 
The show commemorates the World 
War II Battle of Aquino, Italy and spans 
3 action-packed days in June with battle 
re-enactments, tank demonstrations, 
rides and activities for the entire family. 
In 2023 the Aquino Tank weekend event 
will be held on June 9-11 and promises to 
be bigger and better than ever as we come 
out of COVID lockdowns and restrictions!  
The organizers recommend attending for 
all 3 days as there will just be too much 

 Flights are available in all but one of the 
B-25’s. Rides are also available in many 
of the other aircraft attending—both the 
trainers and the fighters. Please note that 
there is limited availability and all rides 
must be booked in advance. Check out the 
official CAF Wings Over Dallas website 
for complete details and up-to-date 
information: https://wingsoverdallas.org

2022 LOS ANGELES AUTO 
SHOW
NOVEMBER 18-27/2022 

Celebrating its 115th year, the Los 
Angeles Auto Show is returning to the 
LA Convention Centre for 10 days of 
automotive glory! featuring 30 of the 
world’s top auto manufacturers offering 
over 60 test drives and more than 50 
aftermarket exhibitors along with 150 
inclusive experiences including motoring 
celebrities and motorsports personalities, 
the 2022 edition of the LA Auto show 
promises to be an event like no other. For 
tickets and more information, please see: 
laautoshow.com

TORONTO 
INTERNATIONAL BOAT 
SHOW
JANUARY 20-29/2023

The Toronto International Boat Show 
promises to return in person this January 
to the Enercare Centre, in Toronto’s 
Exhibition Place for a good, old-fashioned 
display of all things marine and this year 
it won't be online, you’ll actually be able 
to attend in person once again! Billed as 
the best place to see and buy the latest in 
boats and boating-related accessories and 
services, Canada’s premiere boat show is 

happening for only one day! For additional 
information, tickets and reservations, 
please see their website at: https://www.
ontrmuseum.ca/tankmuseum/ 

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ 
TRAIN RIDE
MAY 6-8/2022 
Now here’s something that’s fun for the 
whole family! Bring them along to the B&O 
Train Museum in Baltimore, Maryland 
and climb aboard The Polar Express™ to 
create a Christmas memory that you and 
your family will cherish forever! Come in 
your pajamas as a family to watch the live 
performance of The Polar Express™. Once 
on the train, the classic Christmas tale will 
be performed and little ones will have the 
opportunity to meet Santa and receive their 
first gift of Christmas! Santa’s helpers will 
greet you upon arrival to the North Pole, 
where you can take pictures with Santa and 
have lots of holiday fun.

The train ride experience portion of 
the event takes approximately 45 minutes 
and the entire Polar Express™ event 
lasts approximately 2 hours. Visitors are 
encouraged to stay and continue to enjoy 
the Museum’s collection and exhibits of 
railway memorabilia. The event takes place 
rain or shine, and it could even be snowing 
so dress accordingly!

There’s several dates when you can catch 
the Polar Express™. It runs from November 
25-27 and December 2-4, 9-11 & 16-19. It 
sells out fast, so you’d better book your 
tickets right away!

The adventure departs from the B&O 
Train Museum at 901 West Pratt St.,
Baltimore, MD 21223.

You can call them for more details at: 
410-752-2490 or check out their website for 
more information, times and tickets:
https://www.borail.org

PASSAGES

Gordon Collett
1934 - 2022  88 Years old

Legendary drag racer Gordon Collett 
passed away on July 24 2022 at the age 
of 88. During the 1960s NHRA Top Gas 
superstar Gordon “Collecting” Collett was 
the winningest drag racer in the NHRA 
Top Gas class and for 3 years he was the 
winningest driver of all NHRA classes.

Collett strapped a supercharger onto 
a 1955 Mercury and started racing with 
it in 1955 and also ran some other blown 
street machines before he graduated to 
a purpose-built dragster he made from 
a kit in 1958. After 1963, he built all his 
own chassis and from 1964 until 1970, he 
was noted for collecting 7 national event 
victories and earned his nickname: Gordon 
“Collecting” Collett. After winning the 1964 
Indianapolis event, he won the 1965 AHRA 
Winternationals, then the 1964 and 1965 
NHRA Division 3 Top Gas championships 
while he also held the national Top Gas 
records on many occasions.

Collett migrated to ProStock after the Top 
Gas category was discontinued in 1971 and 

he campaigned a Plymouth Barracuda until 
he retired from racing in 1974. 

Collett established his own trucking 
business in 1980 and went on to log up to 
150,000 miles per year behind the wheel of 
his rigs.

Collett won many awards and accolades 
over his racing career and was inducted into 
the Don Garlits Drag Racing Hall of Fame 
in 2006 and served as the Grand Marshall at 
the 2015 NHRA National Reunion. 

Gordon Collett at the 2015 NHHR Cacklefest 
Reunion. (photo by Steve Scott, courtesy of 

NHHR Cacklefest.com)

Gordon “Collecting” Collett squares off against a fuel-
injected Chevy-powered dragster with his blown Chrysler-

engined rail in a Top Gas race event in the early 1960s.
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Paddy Hopkirk
1933 - 2022  89 Years old 

Another one of the legendary masters 
of rallying and motor racing and widely 
recognised as the man who put the BMC 
Mini on the map, Paddy Hopkirk passed 
away on July 21 2022.

Hopkirk entered his first rally in an 
Austin 7 "Chummy" and later, in 1953, he 
achieved his first motorsports victory at the 
Cairncastle hillclimb in a Volkswagen Beetle.
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of Lucien Bianchi and his co-driver Jean-
Claude Ogier from their flaming wreck in 
the closing stages of the 1968 London-Sydney 
Marathon. After pulling the victims clear 
and warning other oncoming drivers, police 
and the public, Hopkirk and Nash went on to 
a second-place finish!

Hopkirk stayed with the BMC/British 
Leyland Competition Department until its 
closure by Lord Stokes in 1970.

He then took somewhat of a sabbatical 
from competitive driving but returned to it 
in the late 1970s and enjoyed considerable 
success over the following decade or so.

Hopkirk had previously set up an 
importing business bringing Toyota Cars 
into Northern Ireland and also established 
his eponymous line of auto accessories. His 
business endeavours included a driver’s 
school and he served as a marketing 
consultant to BMW on their “new” Mini.

Paddy Hopkirk was a lifetime member of 
the British Racing Driver’s Club and served a 
stint as their vice-president. He was also one 
of the first 4 inductees into the Rally Hall of 
fame and actively supported WheelPower, a 
charity that promoted wheelchair sports.

Hopkirk is survived by his wife, Jennifer, 
a former High Sheriff of Buckinghamshire 
along with their children, Katie, Patrick and 
William, and six grandchildren.

By 1955 he had become a professional 
driver and achieved a class win at the Circuit 
of Ireland. He went on to win the Irish 
Hewison Trophy for 3 consecutive years and 
as a result was wooed by the Standard Motor 
Company who offered him factory backing 
that lasted until 1958.

In 1959 he joined the Rootes Group and 
inherited Mike Hawthorn’s seat in the Safari 
Rally after the Formula One Champion’s 
untimely death in a road accident. While 
with Rootes, Hopkirk managed several class 
wins, podiums and outright wins over the 
next few years and also competed in his first 
circuit race at the supporting touring car 
event for the 1960 British Grand Prix.

He soon became disenchanted with the 
conditions at Rootes and after testing an 
Austin-Healey 3000, made a move to the 
BMC stables in 1962. He drove a BMC Mini 
in the 1963 Monte Carlo Rally, finishing 
sixth. He drove the works minis to several 
other top 3 finishes and class wins that 
season and firmly established the little car 
as a competitive powerhouse. Hopkirk and 
co-driver Alan Hutchison also won their 
class at the prestigious 24 Hours of Le Mans 
in an MGB.

At the Monte Carlo Rally in 1964, Hopkirk 
and navigator Henry Liddon took an outright 
win in a Mini Cooper S and also led BMC 
to the team win with Minis also taking the 
fourth and seventh positions. Hopkirk’s 
exploits in Austin Healeys and Minis now 
made him famous and a household name. 
His competition pursuits took him all over 
the world and he raced successfully in both 
rallies and circuit racing.

Hopkirk and his co-driver, Tony Nash also 
gained notoriety for selflessly saving the lives 

The wonderful 1964 Monte-Carlo Rally-winning 
Morris Mini Cooper S of Paddy Hopkirk and 
Henry Lidden. Behind it is the 1965 winner 
crewed by Timo Makkinin and Paul Easter. 
Both cars were displayed at the British Motor 
Museum in Gaydon, UK.
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Aaron Hogue
1961 - 2022  61 Years old

Accomplished pilot and businessman 
Aaron Hogue tragically died on September 
18 2022 while competing in the jet class at 
the National Championship Air Races in 
Reno, Nevada. Hogue was piloting his Aero 
L29 Super Delfin “Ballista” in the race when 
he appeared to be cutting inside a pylon, left 
the circuit to correct, then upon attempting 

to rejoin, lost altitude and crashed. The FAA 
and the National Transportation Safety 
Board (NTSB) almost immediately opened 
an investigation, and all the remaining 
races and awards ceremonies were cancelled 
at the time out of respect to the Hogue 
family, members of which were present and 
witnessed the tragedy.

Hogue was an ex-U.S. Navy veteran and 
had a passion for flying and all things motor-
driven. He was an experienced pilot with 
an IFR rating and over 2300 hours of flight 
time including an Aerobatic Proficiency 
Certificate. He was named the 2021 Rookie 
of the Year by Racing Jets, Inc. the governing 
body for jet class racing at Reno. He with his 
son and brother were principals of Hogue 
Knives Inc., a successful knife, gunstock and 
outdoor supplies manufacturing firm.

Don Lind
1961 - 2022  92 Years old

Astronaut Don Lind died on August 30 
2022. He was born in 1930 in Utah and was 
a devoted family man and member of the 
Mormon church. He earned a bachelor’s 
degree in degree in physics and also got his 
PhD in high-energy nuclear physics after his 
service in the U.S. Navy. He became a veteran 
Navy pilot with carrier duty and over 4500 
hours logged in mostly high-performance 
jets. Due to his scientific background and 
naval flight experience he was selected as 
an astronaut in 1966 and worked in many 
capacities with NASA until he finally flew on 
the Space Shuttle Challenger for the Spacelab 
3 mission as the payload commander. Lind 
designed several experiments and was 
awarded the NASA Space Flight Medal and 
the Exceptional Service Medal. After his 
22-year career with NASA, he taught Physics 
and Astrophysics at Utah State University 
until he retired in 1995.

United States Air Force he held the rank of 
Brigadier General. He died in his sleep on 
October 13 2022 in Tucson, Arizona.

Valeri Polyakov
1942-2022  80 Years old

As a cosmonaut in the Soviet space 
program and later in the Russian program, 
Dr. Valeri Polyakov spent 437 days, 17 hours 
and 38 minutes on board the Russian Mir 
Space Station between January 8 1994 and 
March 22 1995—a record for the longest 
uninterrupted time spent in space by a 
human that still stands to this day.

He was born during the early days 
of World War II and graduated from 
secondary school in 1959. He went on to 
enroll in the Sechenov 1st Moscow 
Medical Institute and graduated 
with a doctoral degree. He then 
went to the Institute of Medical and 
Biological Problems in Moscow and 
studied astronautics medicine. He 
was mightily impressed by the flight 
of Boris Yegorov, the first physician 
in space, and thereafter dedicated 
himself to space medicine. In March 
of 1972 Polyakov was accepted into 
cosmonaut training and made his 
first flight into space in 1988 aboard 
a Soyuz spacecraft. After that, he 
vowed to prove man could survive in 
space long enough to make the trip 
to Mars. In January 1995 he began 
his marathon stay in space. He had 
volunteered for the flight to prove 

his point. He was subjected to many tests 
and examinations throughout the flight 
and for several months afterwards and the 
conclusion was that there were no serious 
problems with his physical and cognitive 
functions and although some initial 
emotional issues were noted, these eventually 
abated, and he returned to his normal pre-
flight physiological and psychological levels 
by the fourteenth month after the start of the 
marathon flight.

Dr. Polyakov retired from his position 
as a cosmonaut in 1995 but still consulted 
with the Russian space program on several 
projects and experiments. He took over a 
position in Moscow as the Deputy Director 
of the Ministry of Public Health and there he 
continued studying and overseeing the effects 
of long duration space flight on the human 
body. He also assisted the Russian Space 
program in the selection of cosmonauts and 
preparing them for their various missions. 
He assisted and advised in “cosmonaut 
investigations” for the space programs of 
several countries, including the United States.

Dr. Polyakov also held the record for the 
longest cumulative time spent in space, 678 
days over two missions, until it was surpassed 
by Sergei Avdeyev’s total of 747 days over 3 
missions.

During his life, Dr. Polyakov received 
many awards, decorations and honours for 
his achievements from several countries. He 
was married and had one child.

He passed away on September 7 2022.

James McDivett
1929 - 2022  93 Years old

Jim McDivett was born in Chicago and 
he joined the United States Air Force in 1951 
instead of waiting to be drafted into the 
army. He signed up for pilot training and 
received his wings and a commission as a 
second lieutenant in 1952. He completed his 
combat training later that year and went on 
to fly 145 combat missions in F-80 Shooting 
Stars and F-86 Sabres during the Korean 
conflict, earning two Distinguished Flying 
Crosses. After he returned from Korea he 
went on to earn a Bachelor of Science degree 
in aeronautical engineering and become 
a test pilot at Edwards Air Force Base. He 
completed several more academic and flight 
school courses and logged over 2500 hours 
flight time, the majority in jet aircraft.

He applied to the NASA astronaut 
program and was selected in 1962 as part 
of Astronaut Group 2. He was immediately 
chosen to command Gemini 4 and was 
aboard when Ed White performed the first 
spacewalk by an American. He commanded 
both a Gemini and an Apollo mission during 
his career as an astronaut. After Gemini 4, 
he commanded Apollo 9 in its earth-orbiting 
shakedown flight of the Command and 
Service Module (CSM) and Lunar Excursion 
Module (LEM) prior to the lunar landing 
attempts. McDivitt left NASA in 1972 and 
went on to work in several executive positions 
in private corporations. Over the years he 
was awarded several honorary degrees and 
doctorates along with many other accolades 
and honours. When he retired from the 

The Soviet/Russian Mir space station where
Dr. Valeri Polyakov established his record for the 
longest uninterrupted stay in space.
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DOUG SWITZER
Yep, like a bad penny, I keep turning up! 

But hey, I’m the guy that puts these pages 
together and I figure that gives me some 
kind of right to fill some of them from 
time to time. This particular time, I have 
a report on the wonderful wee museum 
at the beautiful Edenvale Aerodrome just 
north of Toronto near Stayner, Ontario. I 
took a daytrip up there a little while back 
and with the guidance of the good folks at 
the “aerodrome”, I gained some insights 
into several of the aircraft and aviation-
related artifacts in their very interesting 

collection. This included their crown 
jewel, the full-sized replica of the fabled 
Avro Arrow! This thing is truly a sight to 
behold and now it finally has a permanent 
home where it can be seen and appreciated 
while we all ponder what might have been.

I won’t delve any deeper into the subject 
here, as you can read my report and see my 
pics on page 18 of this issue of Moto/ology. 

PETER VICCARY
Our good and insightful pal, Peter 

Viccary is also back gracing this issue 
with his thoughts and a look into the 
exotic world of auto racing, specifically 
open-wheel racing. This is the motorsports 
discipline where the racing machines 
have uncovered or open wheels. (Who’d-a 
thunk, eh?) These machines are considered 
by many to be true, pure, purpose-
built racing cars and not merely those 
that are derived or converted from the 
street machines many use for everyday 
transportation. Pete’s drawn on his 
extensive resources and experience for this 
article including some grand old pics from 
racing-days gone by and we’re sure you’ll 
find his insights entertaining. 

While Pete has stated he can’t exactly 
vouch for the safety aspect of these cars, he 
can certainly attest to the thrills provided 
by them. He should know as he’s spent 
many hours in the single seat of formula 
cars and fields a single-seat Formula Ford 
with his son, Shane.

Watch the wheels go ’round on page 40.

CONTRIBUTORS FOR THIS ISSUE

2022 is on its way out and with a new year on the horizon, 
we look forward to better things and give thanks for what we do 
have, including those folks who bring us their insights in this issue! 

ROYCE RUMSEY
Once again, our good friend from the 

west coast, Royce Rumsey is back with 
another of his breathtaking photo-essays, 
this time on the awesome Gray Optima 
Batteries hill-climbing BMW.

Royce has provided some more excellent 
work in this issue of Moto/ology with his 
in-depth look at this mighty Teutonic 
beast as he focuses on all the amazing 
modifications that put it in the top class 
of the climbers. Always the consummate 
professional, we’re quite lucky and blessed 
to have Royce’s brilliant images adorn our 
pages! Check out his story and pics on 
page 28.

AARON VALLIS
Aaron comes to us with a report on the 

final outcome of the past season’s Lucky 
Dog Racing Series where his illustrious 
Moto/ology-sponsored team won the 
GT3 Class Championship after a year’s 
hard work by all involved. The series is 
comprised of 9 races at 3 tracks around 
Southern Ontario, Canada and features 
some relatively inexpensive racing that’s 
nonetheless demanding and competitive. 

Aaron shared organizational and crew 
duties in the effort with his other team 
cohorts while also sharing the driving 
with no less than seven other talented 
folks. Aaron is the son of local racing guru 
Bill Vallis and together they oversaw the 
preparation and presentation of the class-
winning Toyota Celica.

Here at Moto/ology we’re proud and 
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privileged to be a sponsor of the Lapped 
Traffic Racing Team and we look forward 
to our continued relationship. Read 
Aaron’s in-depth report on the season 
finale and the recap of the entire season on 
page 60 of this issue of Moto/ology

 

The Place to Develop Advanced Driving Skills 
 
 
 

• Advanced Driver Skills Coaching (for public roads, lapper training) 
• Race Licence Programs (sanctioned race school) 
• Racer Development Programs (experienced racers) 
• Private Motorsport Events (large and small groups) 
• Fleet Safety Programs 
• Precision Drivers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.brackdriving.com 
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EDENVALE ARROW For those regular readers of Moto/ology, you 
may recall in a previous issue, our coverage 
of the British Commonwealth Air Training 

Plan airfields in Southern Ontario, Canada. In that 
article we mentioned the Edenvale Aerodrome, a 
former World War II satellite airfield of one of the 
main training airbases at Camp Borden, near Barrie, 
Ontario. Edenvale was decommissioned after the war 
and eventually declared superfluous to the needs of 
the military and reverted to private ownership. Like 
other abandoned airfields, through the 50s it was 
used as a motor racing circuit until the purpose-built 

The astounding full-sized replica of the fabled Avro Arrow has a home 
in the Edenvale Aviation Heritage Museum at Edenvale Aerodrome.

Story & photos by Doug Switzer, Moto/ology Publisher.

Mosport Circuit was finished just north of Bowmanville, 
Ontario and most of the province’s road-racing 
motorsport activities migrated there.

Edenvale was eventually purchased in 2003 by an 
enterprising and passionate aviation enthusiast by the 
name of Milan Kroupa who re-developed the facility into 
a proper airport and added a flight school to re-establish 
the operation as a training base. Among the many 
improvements and additions made to the airport, a small 
but fascinating museum was established to pay homage 
to the illustrious past of the property and Canadian 

The original star-crossed Avro Arrow met an
unfortunate end before it had a chance to prove
itself. This wonderful tribute has survived.

Due to political intrigues and financial machinations, the original cold-war Avro Arrow 
interceptors and their entire development program were ordered scrapped along 

with their tooling and technology. A decade or so ago a group of enterprising people 
assembled a full-sized static replica of this iconic accomplishment, but it almost met 

with the same fate as the originals.
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trainer in the livery of the Canadian Snowbirds Aerial 
Demonstration team. This particular Tutor never actually 
flew with the famous Snowbirds but was a display aircraft 
used in promotions for the team and it is wearing an 
accurate Snowbirds paint scheme.

Next to the Tutor is the last of 99 de Havilland-built 
Grumman Tracker anti-submarine/maritime patrol 
aircraft that belonged to the Royal Canadian Navy. 
Originally, these aircraft were licence-built by the de 
Havilland Canada company for use on the Canadian 
navy’s aircraft carrier Bonaventure. As an interesting 
sidenote, to enable them to fit onboard the smaller 
Canadian carrier, they were built with a wingspan 
shortened by almost 3 feet and their overall length 
was reduced by 18 inches from the U.S. Navy versions. 
Just before the Bonaventure was retired in 1970, the 

aviation accomplishments in general. The Czech-born Mr. Kroupa and 
his staff procured several aircraft to be put on static display and along 
with some neighbouring tenants the airport is host to some iconic relics 
from the past.

On a soaring display outside is a Soviet-
era MiG-15 formerly of the Czechoslovak Air 
Force welcomes you to the Edenvale Aviation 
Heritage Museum. Reportedly it was discovered and rescued by Mr. 
Kroupa from a scrapyard in the Czech Republic, then brought back 
to Canada, re-assembled and erected in its present display pose at 
Edenvale. Parked next to the MiG is a Canadair CT-114 Tutor jet 

Top: A Soviet-era MiG-15 formerly of the Czechoslovak Air Force stands guard at the edge of the airfield.
Left: A Canadair CT-114 Tutor training aircraft is on display in the iconic colours of the Snowbirds Demonstration Team.
Above: The last of 99 Grumman Tracker ASW aircraft built under licence by de Havilland Canada at the Downsview plant in the 1950s. 
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Edenvale Classic Aircraft Foundation 
who own and operate several vintage 
and classic aircraft including a wartime 
Fleet Cornell and a DH-82 Tiger Moth. 
The public can book flights in these 
wonderful old training planes and every 
August, they celebrate the history of 
the airport by putting on a “Gathering 
of the Classics” show featuring classic 
autos and aircraft.

Meanwhile, back at the Heritage 
Foundation’s facilities we were ushered 
inside the large 8000 square foot hanger 
that houses more of the collection 
and we were greeted by another de 
Havilland Canada DH-82A Tiger Moth 

last carrier fixed-wing operations were performed in late 1969 and the 
Trackers were then shifted to operational duties from land bases. They 
continued making maritime sovereignty flights and performing coastal 
patrol roles off both the east and west coasts until their final retirement 
and withdrawal from service in 1989. As we previously mentioned, 
the Edenvale Tracker is the last of the 99 licence-built by de Havilland 
Aircraft at their Downsview plant.

Another interesting attraction at the Edenvale Aerodrome is the next-
door neighbours to the Aviation Heritage Foundation Museum, the 

Main Picture and Left: Next-door neighbours to the Aviation Heritage Foundation Museum is the Edenvale 
Classic Aircraft Foundation who offer flights in their iconic vintage aircraft. Among these are the World War 
II Fleet Cornell trainer and a de Havilland DH-82 Moth once owned by a local television personality. Above: 
another Tiger Moth trainer greets visitors to the collection in the main hanger.
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dressed in bright wartime yellow livery and appearing just as it would 
have when in service with the British Commonwealth Air Training plan 
at many airbases similar to this that were scattered around the country. 
The most breathtaking sight however, is what the dainty Tiger Moth 
nestles under—the port wing of the museum’s crown jewel, the full-sized 
CF-105 Avro Arrow replica.

It’s pretty difficult to be Canadian and 
not know the story of the ill-fated Avro 
Arrow interceptor and the financial and political 
chicanery that culminated in its demise along with all 
the lost technology and the crippling of our domestic aerospace 
industry. There have been many pieces written about that particular piece 
of cold war history, enough so that we won’t get into those particulars 

The fascinating Edenvale collection includes several aero engines including a Merlin in a nacelle 
from a WWII Lancaster Bomber and a mock-up of the mighty Orenda Iroquois that was the intended 
powerplant for the Avro Arrow (Top). Along with the mock-up is another Orenda engine from an 
Avro CF-100 interceptor (above). Interesting artifacts include uniforms, models, a turret and some 
other parts from an Avro Lancaster Bomber, a CF-101 Voodoo flight simulator, and an ex-RCAF 
Bell Kiowa helicopter that are all on display.
Opposite: The detail and authenticity of the landing gear for the Arrow Replica is impressive. The 
manufacturer’s sticker proclaims the assemblies are courtesy of Dowty-Messier, descendants of 
the original suppliers to Avro Canada.
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were all constructed to closely replicate the originals 
by none other than the Messier-Dowty company, heir 
to Dowty Equipment of Canada Ltd., suppliers of the 
original landing gear components for the original Avro 
Arrow aircraft!

The replica is truly a sight well worth seeing and 
along with the other aircraft, artifacts and descriptions 
from the well-versed docents at the museum, a visit and 
tour is a most enlightening experience. 

If your travels take you to the southern Georgian Bay/
Barrie, Ontario region of the country, it’s well worth 
calling and booking a visit to Edenvale Aerodrome and 
seeing this wonderful tribute to what might have been.

General admission is $18, Military members 
admission is $16 and children under 9 are free. All fees 
are in Canadian Funds. Tour tickets must be booked 
in advance via www.avroarrow203.com. Please note 
that tickets must be purchased online and you must 
check in at the airport Terminal Office 15 minutes 
prior to the tour. Please call the office for more details: 
Telephone: 705 428 3112 ext. 221

Edenvale Aerodrome is located at 
5195 Highway 26 East, RR#2,
Stayner, Ontario L0M 1S0 Canada.

here, rather we just want to drink in the replica and see it 
as a tribute to what might have been. It should be noted, 
however that the replica was languishing in storage for 
many years before being rescued by Mr. Kroupa’s team and 
taken to Edenvale for permanent display.

This magnificent full-scale “model” is truly a wonder to 
behold. Although it is non-flying and may only be a mostly 
hollow shell, it is externally a very precise copy with many 
minute details and one can see and feel the presence of 
this famed but unfortunate aircraft as you walk around 
it. As for those details, the volunteers that built this thing 
a decade or so ago were careful to mimic subtle features 
like the clamshell opening of the cockpit canopies, the 
period instruments inside and even an original-type 
period ejector seat. Also replicated are the wiring looms 
in the open landing gear bays along with the hydraulic 
lines than run around the compartments that are exposed 
when those gear doors are open. I found one of the most 
impressive things was the landing gear components 
themselves. The struts, levers, actuators, tires and wheels 

Top Right: In the back of the Edenvale hanger is what could be aptly called a 
wonder wall containing photos, drawings and artist’s conceptual illustrations 
of some of the amazing proposals and projects being worked on at Avro 
Canada in the heady 1950s. From supersonic airliners to flying saucers, 
there's some truly weird and wonderful stuff here!

Other impressive details on the Arrow replica include the clamshell-opening 
canopies, a very accurate cockpit mock-up featuring period instruments, 
gauges and controls along with a period-authentic Avro Canada ejector seat.
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BAYERISCH AUFSTIEG Since 1937 when a 1936 BMW 328 won 
the famed and iconic La Turbie Hillclimb 
(established in 1897, no less!) the “Blau Mit 

Weiss” adorned machinery have ascended hills 
around the world with impressive results.  In the 
Post-War era their record-breaking continued 
with the then 60-year-old legendary Hans Stuck 

James Clay and Optima Batteries continue the Bavarian Tradition

Story & photos by Royce Rumsey, Moto/ology Contributor.

winning the 1960 German Hill-Climb Championship in 
a BMW700. In the same decade (1968) Ernst Furtmayr 
won the European championship in a 2002Ti.

Five years ago, renowned BimmerWorld helmsman 
James Clay decided to continue the “Bavarian Ascent” 
tradition by building and driving his now-famous 
Optima Batteries Bergsteiger E36 Hill Climb Car.

The Bavarians revere their native topography…
and their motorcars.
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B2K/40 Le Mans prototype that creates nearly 3000lbs 
of downforce! Moving rearward, the E36 exterior 
and interior form is dedicated to incorporating an 
underbody wing and tunnel architecture to further 
adhere the E36 to the mountain… followed by a rear 
spoiler hanging off the deck that nearly matches the 
front splitter for its massive surface area.

The Pikes Peak altitude sucks the life and power out 
of engines, so one must start with huge power that 
will be absorbed by the massive aero downforce and 

James’ corporation and publication is well-known 
in automotive circles and in the BMW circles it’s 
revered…and rightfully so. James is a remarkably 
talented designer, builder, publisher and driver 
and a person whose abilities and accomplishments 
are exceeded only by his “Virginia Gentleman” 
graciousness and affability.

Beneath that welcoming personality is a man of 
determination and dedication and his cars and driving 
reflect such. The Bergsteiger (“Climber”) may well 
be one of the most aggressive-looking and ‘purpose 
built’ E36’s ever created. Grafted to the front of the 
E36 is a near area code-sized front splitter from a Lola 
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back in the car as possible. Meanwhile the inner body 
panels, wheel-wells and floor-pans have been seriously 
massaged to lower the car body as much as possible 
while accommodating the huge meats at the four 
corners to help keep James and the E36 on course. 
And all of this serious modification is deftly executed 
while keeping the E36 profile and appearance…it’s an 
automotive performance rules adherence execution 
worthy of Smokey Yunick himself.

thinning oxygen. James and his crew determined that 
a 1000 HP baseline for the E36 would be required. 
Considerations were made among N54, S63TU and 
the installed P63 dry-sump mill that delivers 1150hp 
to the rear wheels and is mated up with a Holinger 
6-speed transaxle.

The hot V8 is nestled in a custom fabricated tube 
chassis so that the P63 could sit as low and as far 

Continued on page 26...
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The Pemberton’s 1942 JRF-6P Grumman Goose was originally allotted to the Royal Navy under the lend-lease program and spent the war years 
as an observation and communications aircraft based in Trinidad. This particular Goose performed transportation duties carrying personnel 

around the Caribbean. After the war, it served briefly with the U.S. Navy, then with an oil company and also did a stint in Alaska before it finally 
went on static display at the Palm Springs Air Museum. Addison acquired it from them and undertook its restoration in 2012.

In the past couple years camera lenses have been 
trained on James as he and the Optima Bergsteiger E36 
ascended the legendary Pikes Peak. Photo-accessing the 
PPIHC route is very challenging and limiting but two 
different shoot locations have been achieved---a few 

hundred yards from the start and also at the “Double 
Cut” area of the Section 2 of The Hill. As there’s only 
a solo pass up the mountain, the number of photos 
from a location is limited to the ever-changing and 
difficult environmental changes with only a few 
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Pemberton’s Boeing Model 40C 
N5339 leads Stearman 4E 

Speedmail NC663K over the 
Statue of Liberty as they depart 

New York City for the first leg 
of the 2008 Transcontinental 
Airmail Route re-enactment. 

Three aircraft took part carrying 
official airmail and checked in 
at each of the original 15 mail 
stops as they flew across the 

country in 29 hours of flight time.
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seconds of the car being visible... that said, some 
images were managed to be captured of James’ ascent.

Although James has always provided great drives 
and excellent results on ascending “The Mountain”, 
his driving and team management skills extend to 

performances on road-racing circuits as well. Most 
recently, he won the GT4 America AM class in both 
races at Watkins Glen.  

Once again, James proved himself to be the class of 
the field.
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You provide the comfy chair

The Armchair Motorist has been serving 
the national and international 
automobile book market for over 50 
years with “New and Out of Print” 
materials. A large “in stock” inventory of 
over 6,000 books on automobiles, 
racing, biographies and historical 
materials are available for the enthusiast 
via the internet or by appointment for 
viewing. Occasional collections on 
aircraft, trains and boats also are carried 

but not stocked in quantity. The stock 
mainly deals with books, not manuals, 
but some rare technical items do show 
up and are inventoried. Inquiries are 
invited for such technical material and 
“want lists” are maintained. A search 
service is offered with nearly 100% 
success on many rare volumes. A large 
inventory is maintained on most import 
vehicles with marques such as Alfa 
Romeo, Bugatti, Porsche, MG, Aston 
Martin, Bentley, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari, 
Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and of course 
the “Big Three” Ford, GM and Chrysler. 
Small marques are well represented with 
stock from Abarth to Zagato.

Check out our inventory at:
www.ArmchairMotorist.com

Phone enquiries to 416 727 0441

© 2020 �e Armchair Motorist

We’ll provide the books

armchair motorist
Automotive and other fine books
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“Real race cars don’t have doors.” I don’t know how 
many conversations with our illustrious publisher 
have started with this disclaimer, usually as we are 

about to discuss/debate the relative merits of a specific race car, and 
quench our thirsts with an adult beverage.

Stock cars are real race cars, and they don’t really have doors. 
But they do have fully enclosed bodies and there is a spot where the 
doors would go.

Race cars built to look like their road going brethren are 
inherently inefficient because their dimensions, shape and 
appearance must conform (at least approximately) to their road-
going counterparts.

THE THRILL OF
OPEN-WHEEL
RACING

Story & photos by Peter Viccary, Moto/ology Contributor

You never tire of watching 
the wheels go ’round!

From thunderous V8-powered Super Modified oval-track cars to the 
diminutive “beginner” Formula Vees, there’s a wide variety of open-

wheeled racing cars to tickle everyone’s fancy.
Top: Doug Heveron was a Super Modified super star in the early 

1980s. Here he is in the pits at Cayuga Speedway. His meaty car is all 
engine, tires and an enormous wing. Quite thrilling!

Bottom: Formula Vees are considered the beginner’s cars when it 
comes to racing. They are very cheap to buy, maintain and run and 

make excellent trainers for those starting out in motorsports. Oh, 
and they’re also incredibly fun! Here’s the Formula Vee field at the 

2015 Canadian Historic Grand Prix. Left to right are: Mike Ennis, Paul 
Buttrose, Mike Jackson, Doug Durrell, Doug Switzer and Peter Viccary.

While it can’t be claimed that open-
wheeled race cars are the safest thing 
to get your jollies in, there is no doubt 
that they are probably the purest 
4-wheeled racing vehicles and the 
thrills certainly never stop.
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Other thunderous V8-powered formula cars include those of the F5000 class 
powered by 5-litre production-based American V8’s. Brian Redman won the 
SCCA/USAC F5000 championship 3 times in a row from 1974 through 1976 
in this Carl Haas-owned Lola T332. This photo of Redman’s championship-
winning car was taken at the SVRA races at Watkins Glen in 2008.

Open-wheel cars tend to be a lot easier to maintain. I can have 
the body off one of our cars in literally a minute, and two people 
can lift the engine off the back of one of our cars. Because the cars 
are smaller and lighter, they tend to be less expensive to repair. 
Tires also last longer and gas mileage is usually better.

Most significantly, these days real race cars have their engines 
behind the driver. An open-wheel car isn’t compromised as much 
as cars which have to conform to their production, road going 
versions in many ways.

Open-wheel cars are often referred to as Formula Cars, because 
they are built to conform to a certain set of rules, or a Formula. 
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The late Tony Adamowicz driving the Eagle in which he won the 1969 SCCA Formula 5000 championship. Note the 
high wing which was banned the following year. The F5000 series enjoyed a brief but spectacular run from 1968 
through 1976 until the SCCA organizers tried to attempt a relaunch of the faltering CanAm series by decreeing the 
F5000 cars would now run fully enclosed bodywork and compete as sportscars. They initially proved popular, but 
never achieved the appeal and magic of the original unlimited sportscars and both series fizzled. This photo was 
taken at the SVRA 40th Anniversary F5000 race at Watkins Glen in 2008.

Back in the day, sports cars and touring cars were modified 
production cars. Pure racing cars, prototypes and formula cars, 
were built with a lot more specialization, the ultimate formula 
being Formula 1. 

In reality, to some degree all race cars are formula cars, be they 
modified street cars or Formula 1 cars, they are all built to a very 
specific, and usually very restrictive, set of rules. 

Open-wheel race cars are more thrilling. The driver and car 
are sympatico. Only in an open-wheel car can the driver get a 
heightened sense of what the car is doing. My personal experience 
is limited to open-wheel cars, and low powered ones at that. But 
I can attest that being able to see your wheels from the cockpit is 

one hell of a thrill, one that I have never duplicated in any road 
car I have driven, no matter where, or how fast I have gone.

There is a very fine line between thrilling and terrifying. The 
Oxford Dictionary (remember the dictionary? It was a book 
we used to use to expand our vocabulary and broaden our 
minds, before Google. I keep mine beside me whenever I write 
something. However, I digress.) defines thrill as: “noun. 1. wave 
of nervous tremour of emotion or sensation. 2. throb, pulsation. 
Verb. 1. (cause to) feel a thrill. 2. quiver or throb with or as with 
emotion.” Terrifying is pretty much the same, just more.

Formula 5000 was a late 1960s invention of the Sports Car 
Club of America (SCCA). All SCCA sanctioned race cars ran in 

Another thrilling action shot of a Formula 5000 car at speed. This is one of two 1973 Lola T332 prototypes originally driven by Warwick 
Brown in the Australian Tasman Series and the North American F5000 series through 1974. It was later bought and as shown here, driven 
by Dudley Cunningham at the Fortieth Anniversary F/5000 Championship New York Governor's Cup Races at Watkins Glen in 2008.  
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“ I can attest that being able to see 
your wheels from the cockpit is one hell 

of a thrill, one that I have never duplicated 
in any road car I have driven, no matter 

where, or how fast I have gone.”very specific categories, and still do. Over the years, the rules 
have morphed with the changing times. Each year, races are 
held across the USA where drivers can earn an invitation to 
the “runoffs”, where national champions are determined. 
Formula A, B and C were the amateur open wheel race 
classes. Formula A were mostly very outdated F1 cars and had 
very sparse numbers. The SCCA had to either drop the class 
or reinvent it to something racers would embrace. Enter the 
5 litre (305 cu.in.) stock block (mostly Chevy) engines. Any 
self-respecting engine builder/hot-rodder of the late 1960s 
could pull 500 horsepower out of one of those things and do 
it for a relatively reasonable cost. 

Formula A became a national class in 1968 and was 
successful enough that the SCCA announced a pro series for 
1969, still branding the cars Formula A, a little difficult to say. 
The SCCA had been established as an amateur-only racing 
club after WWII and in the 1960s it was struggling with the 
notion of professional racing. It had great success with the 
highly professional Can-Am and Trans-Am series in 1966 
and Formula A was ready to go in 1969. For 1970 someone 
finally realized the problem with the tongue-twisting 
“Formula A” and changed the name to Formula 5000. It 
ran as a pro series until 1976, when the SCCA erroneously 
decided it needed to revive the Can-Am series and decreed 
that the F5000 cars fitted with full bodies would fill the bill. 
Wrong. 

1969 was the year of wings in Formula 1. Not to be 
outdone, F5000 cars sprouted them too. Imagine racing a 
car with that kind of horsepower and torque, with primitive 

Most of the 200-plus Formula Fords assembled for a group picture 
at the FF 50th Anniversary in September, 2019. That's my son, 

Shane waving from near the middle of the picture. Since the 
inception of the class in the mid-sixties, Formula Fords have long 

been considered the next rung up the learning ladder from the very 
basic Formula Vees. However, over the decades, the cars have 

also  proved to be affordable and amazingly fun.

Left: Formula Ford fun! Shane Viccary is chasing Wes 
Allen in the very rare Gurney/AAR Eagle Formula Ford 
at the 50th anniversary races at Road America in 
September, 2019. 
Right: At the VRG Formula Ford Challenge Series 
races at Watkins Glen in 2018 Shane, in his number 
27 Zink, battles for the lead with Doug Voss in his 
number 46 Merlyn Mk20. These very competitive and 
closely matched cars make for exciting racing and 
lots of thrills!
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wings and no ground effects, and great big fat slick tires of 
questionable adhesion. Now that must have been a thrill. I know 
it was to watch. True professionals such as Brian Redman and 
Mario Andretti dominated the series, but many semi-pro racers 
such as John Gunn and Horst Kroll were brave enough to take the 
challenge. Today there still some brave souls who race F5000s at 
vintage events. They were, and are, all bat shit crazy.

Paved oval short tracks have their own form of thrilling open 
wheel race cars. They’re called Super Modifieds. They are basically 
modern dinosaurs with 650 horsepower engines offset and tilted 
to the left in a tube frame with huge tires and a wing the size of 
a dining room table. This flattens out on the straights to reduce 
drag and tilts up in the corners to create downforce. At the sadly 

49SPRING 2022

now-defunct 5/8s-of-a-mile Cayuga/Jukasa Speedway, in Ontario, 
Canada, “Supers” would reach over 140 mph on a straightaway 
which wasn’t much longer than the distance from your kitchen to 
the bathroom. Talk about thrilling. At the start of a feature race, 
twenty-four tightly packed Super-modifieds cut such a big hole in 
the air that the draft they created would actually try to pull you 
out of the grandstand and in behind them.

It’s true that the “Supers” play to an audience made up of mostly 
family and friends; and the F5000 Series eventually failed largely 
because it couldn’t draw a large enough paying crowd. I don’t 
know why that is.

     All forms of racing cars are safer today than they ever 
were, and that is a good thing. Even our vintage cars are much 

safer today then they were in their day.  Driver harness systems, 
helmets and neck restraint devices, better gas tanks, superior tire 
technology, safer on track protocols all have made racing much 
safer today than ever before.

Modern Indycars are, in my estimation, quite hideous to look at, 
but there is no denying that they are safe, and safety has allowed 
the racing to be more thrilling. Occasionally over recent years 
the Indycar race on Toronto’s lakefront has come into jeopardy. 
When CART and IRL merged, the Toronto race was cancelled 
in favour of Watkins Glen, which was scheduled for the same 
weekend. When this kind of thing happens, we hear rumblings 
about Indycar going back to Canadian Tire Motorsport Park (aka 
Mosport). Now that would be thrilling, and just a little terrifying. 

CTMP is thrilling in any type of open wheel car. It is just so fast. 
Could you imagine a cluster of 200+ mph Indycars battling wheel 
to wheel into turn eight?

I came to this article with the intent of trying to convince you 
that open wheel racing is just as safe as closed wheel racing. I 
couldn’t do that, because I can’t convince myself. The simple fact 
is that open wheel cars are, generally more dangerous than closed 
wheel race cars. Maybe that’s part of the thrill. 

But open wheel racing isn’t always perceived as dangerous. A 
number of years ago I was redesigning my financial portfolio 
and along with that purchased a more appropriate life insurance 
package. I was very up front with the insurance company about 
my hobby. No good having my life insurance voided when they 

Once upon a time long ago and far away... 
The Super Modifieds #05 of Pat Abold and #00 

of Joe Gosek battle it out into turn 1 on the tight oval.
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Mixing it up is OK, but making contact is never a good idea in open-wheeled cars. Look to the right in this image 
and you can see where thrilling becomes momentarily terrifying. #981 would return to racing on the weekend. 

No injuries were sustained. This was at the Formula Ford 50th Anniversary Celebrations at Road America.
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found out I died in a race car of which they were not aware. I 
compared my racing with beer league hockey, and they were quite 
comfortable with that and made no adjustment to my premiums. 
Speaking of beer league hockey, I dislocated a finger in a game 
recently, and while driving to Markham/Stouffville Hospital 
I realized that I have been to their emergency five times for 
recreational hockey injuries.

One of my most thrilling moments behind the wheel of a race 
car came at Gratten Raceway in Michigan. We were racing with 

VSCDA, the Vintage Sports Car Drivers’ Association. This would 
be my first experience in a large Formula Vee only group. We were 
having issues with the car, and I’m not particularly fast anyway, so 
I started near the back of about twenty-five cars. Gratten is a busy 
track, but the start/finish is on a long straightaway. Twenty-five race 
cars in a group create a lot of draft, even FVs. As we approached 
turn one, a 90 degree slightly up hill right hander, I realized I was 
going quite a bit faster than those around me and passed about 
six cars. It was exhilarating, and not scary at all. Unfortunately, a 
persistent throttle linkage issue made shifting from 3rd to 4th very 
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Racing in the rain with an open-wheeled car is 
something that is definitely thrilling. The tires throw 
up impressive rooster-tails and while going straight 
sends them soaring harmlessly past your ears, 
entering a turn is akin to being hit in the face with a 
bucket of water! Below, between showers, I navigate 
between some haybales at a hill-climb event.

difficult and I had to pit for repairs, ruining my race. But it was 
thrilling while it lasted.

At Calabogie in 2017 we used the short track for Saturday 
and the long version on Sunday. I qualified reasonably, 13th in 
a mixed vintage/historic grid of fifteen. I much prefer the short 
track at Calabogie. Two of the long straights, which are not my 
friends, were eliminated. Calabogie’s start/finish is on a medium 
length straight. The short track breaks off to a sweeping 90degree 
right hand corner which is quite fast, followed by a fairly long 
straight. I was pretty much holding my own. The track makes a 
quick, almost flat out, right hand turn into a complex known as 
the head of the duck, because on a map that is what it looks like. I 
stuck hard to the right, not normally the racing line, jumping over 

Super-Modifieds would speed past on the tight ovals 
punching enormous holes in the air with their dining-
room table-sized wings. Along with the thunderous 
noise, you could feel the force generated by the 
wind from these things almost trying to suck you out 
of your seat in the stands! Glorious...and thrilling to 
say the least! This is the starting field of a Super-
Modified feature at Ontario, Canada's now closed 
Cayuga Speedway in 1996.
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the rumble strip to avoid a car which had the same idea. The cars 
on my left, taking the normal line, seemed to stumble over each 
other, and I came out of the turn in 4th. As we exited the head of 
the duck, a Lotus Super 7 had spun off to driver’s right, and I was 
3rd. Pretty lofty heights. Needless to say, it didn’t last long. The 
field dusted itself off, regrouped and chased me down. I finished 
12th, but less than 3 seconds from 9th, as four of us had joined in 
a great battle. It was thrilling.

Racing an open-wheel race car in the rain is an extraordinary 
experience, one that could not be duplicated in a closed car. The 
rooster tail from the front tires is plainly visible, as is the slip angle 
of the wheels. The driver really feels as one with his car. It is both 
thrilling and terrifying. 
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At the 2014 VARAC Vintage 
Grand Prix, we got special 
permission for some of us to 
leave the track and convoy 
down the local public roads 
to the neighbouring town of 
Bowmanville, Ontario to take in 
a street festival and display our 
race cars. I took this picture 
while driving my Kelly Formula 
Vee on the local public highway. 
Tricky stuff... and definitely 
thrilling!

Watching someone you care about race is thrilling. Don’t allow 
terrifying to come into the equation. My son Shane races our ’81 
Zink Formula Ford. The plan when I bought it was for us to share 
it, but he is so passionate about his driving the car that I am happy 
for him to drive. He is a true student of the game. He is mature, 
and fully aware of the consequences of bad judgement on the 
track. Shane and the car are competitive enough that he is usually 

at or near the front of a vintage Formula Ford field, which is 
thrilling and a little nerve wracking. I know now how his mother 
feels. 

It isn’t too difficult to find events with FF only fields, but 
generally you must go Stateside to find them. Before the 
pandemic, we travelled to Watkins Glen to race with VRG, 
Vintage Racers’ Group, where they attract 40 plus Vintage FFs. 

Shane has won races both times we were there, and we hope to 
go again, now that travelling is back on the table. In the Fall of 
2019, we travelled Road America for the 50th anniversary of FF 
in the US. Over 200 FFs participated. Shane raced in a 61-car 
grid of Club Fords and came home 16th. Road America is a long 
track, nearly four and one-half miles, but sixty-one cars is a huge 
number. There were cars everywhere; everyone had a group to 

race with. Touching wheels was not an option. I saw one wheel to 
wheel contact, fortunately without much damage or injury, but for 
a second it was quite terrifying. Overall, the racing was thrilling.

If you are interested in finding out first-hand how thrilling 
open wheel racing can be, plan to attend the VARAC Vintage 
Grand Prix at Canadian Tire Motorsports Park on the Father’s 
Day weekend in June. The VRG Formula Ford Challenge Series 

Opposite Top and Above: The 
open-wheeled Kelly FV was a 
big hit with both young and 
old at the street festival in 
Bowmanville, Ontario. Driving 
this car on the street makes 
you feel kind of vulnerable — 
it’s also very thrilling!

Continued on page 48...
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At the top end of the open-wheel food chain there are the internationally famous Formula One cars and in North 
America, there’s the popular IndyCars that run their championship series on various road, oval and street circuits 
around the continent including the famous Indianapolis 500 held at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway on Memorial 
Day weekend in May. These shots of Ryan Hunter-Reay in his Number 28 Andretti Racing Dallara and Scott Dixon 
in the Number 22 Chip Ganassi Racing Dallara were taken at the Toronto Honda Indycar race in 2019.
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will be attending, joined by a healthy group of Canadian FFs. 
In addition, the Toyo Tires F1600 series of twenty to thirty 
modern F1600s will be attending, and there will be a race for a 
mixed group of Vintage and Historic open wheel cars.

Or, take in the Indycars which will be returning to the 
Canadian National Exhibition circuit this summer, after a 
two-year pandemic-related absence.

There’s also to be a gathering of the vintage/historic 
Formula 1 cars of the Masters Series at CTMP’s Chevrolet 
Grand Prix for Sportscars weekend on July 1 - 3, 2022. 

That’s just a few of the many interesting opportunities to see 
many different kinds of open-wheeled race cars in action. Just 
get out there and be thrilled.

#27, Shane Viccary  and #17 Bill Bonow, Crossle 32F, in the qualifying race at the Formula Ford 50th Anniversary Event at Road America.
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Here at Moto/ology, we’re thrilled to be associated 
with anything to do with motorsports and even 
more thrilled to be associated with some of the 

winners in these endeavours. So, we’re quite proud to be 
sponsors of the GT3 Class-winning Lucky Dog racing 
team running with the support of Vallis Motorsport!

LUCKY DOG!
Story and photos by Aaron Vallis, Moto/ology Contributor

Along with all of us here at Moto/ology Magazine, these 
“Lucky Dogs” celebrated a well-deserved class win in the 
hotly-contested Canadian racing series!

Up at the pointy-end of the pack and on its way to a well-deserved class championship, the 
Lapped Traffic - Moto/ology - Bloxsidge Manufacturing Toyota runs at speed through the 
“Stadium” section of Calabogie Motorsports Park during the 2022 season finale.
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Just as a bit of background, Bill Vallis is quite a legend 
in the Canadian Formula Vee and Formula 1200 circles 
and his son, Aaron Vallis is following his father’s path 
and is the principal of a winning motor-racing team. The 
Lucky Dog Series is a local endurance racing series that 
offers affordable amateur racing to anyone that can field a 
car and put together a team. The specs are simple and the 
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requirements are forgiving, however, 
the competitiveness is not. The 
emphasis is on reliability, consistency 
and of course, speed. Through this 
past 2022 season, the MOTO/ology-
Bloxsidge Manufacturing Lapped 
Traffic Lucky Dog Racing Team 
was running under the auspices of 
Vallis Motorsport and consisted of 
drivers Aaron Vallis, Jim Hallman, 
Taylor Patterson, Bob Patterson, 
Dan Coomber, Jim Huppunen and 
Dave Taylor. Also, able assistance 
was provided by a dedicated crew 
that included Sandra Coober, Brent 
Fishleigh, Stacy Gamble, Geoff Smith 
and of course, Bill and Shirley Vallis. 
The team competed in 7 of the 9 
races held over 5 events in the series. 
(One event was missed due to a case 
of COVID on the team!) Over the 
year, the team scored four class wins 

Winners all! The winning driver line-up for the 
final race weekend in the series consisted 

of (from left to right) Dan Coomber, Jim 
Hallman, David Taylor and Aaron Vallis. 

Pictured here, they're holding the 2022 GT3 
Race and Championship banners on the 
podium at Calabogie Motorsports Park.

and a 3rd place finish in a very strong 
showing. In the final weekend races 
at Calabogie, the team managed a 
fantastic result in spite of some initial 
problems. 

We received the following e-mail 
from Aaron Vallis:

Happy Thanksgiving! Just a quick 
update on our season. Last weekend 
we ran a double 8 at Calabogie 
Motorsport Park, going into the 
weekend with an 11-point lead in the 

Racing News • Images •Motorsports Consulting

Images and content are being added regularly — check out the 
Gladiator Road Racing Website at:
http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca

After some sparkling driving, an unfortunate error resulted in a spin and badly flat-spotted 
tires. This, in turn necessitated a pitstop to change all four before we were away once again!
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Main picture: The Lapped Traffic Toyota blasts through Turn 2 at the 
2022 Canadian Tire Motorsports Park event this past summer. Top: 

Our dedicated crew on duty in the closing stages of the season finale 
at Calabogie Motorsports Park. Above Left: Aaron Vallis repairs broken 
front wheel studs. Above Right: extremely worn rear brake pads were 

replaced. In many instances our intrepid drivers did double duty as race 
mechanics—whatever it takes to keep going!

on Saturday, and after spending most of the day in 3rd place, 
we shuffled into first with some late day pit stops by our 
fellow podium finishers. Standing second in the GT3 points 
championship by finishing 6th on the day, we opened the 
points gap enough to seal the deal with Saturday's race.
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Continued on page 68...

GT3 Championship. Although we had some reliability 
issues this year, we were cautiously optimistic about our 
chances of clinching the title. We also had a new driver 
that had never raced sedans, so there would be some 
learning on the fly. Everyone ran conservative lap times 

Saturday night prep however revealed a couple of unsettling 
issues. Our right rear brake pads were worn down to the 
backing plates, I suspect a sticky piston was the culprit. More 
concerning, on the left front hub, 2 of the 5 wheel-studs had 
broken! I imagine 1 more would have resulted in the loss of 
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Above: Our drivers taking a well-deserved break after the 
successful season finish at Calabogie Main: Another shot of 

the Lapped Traffic Toyota at Canadian Tire Motorsports Park. 
Below: Successive shots of a rapid driver change and quick 

service check during the season-ending Calabogie race.
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So… I did some quick math on our season...

7 Drivers
Competing at 3 tracks
Completed 1320 laps
For a distance of 5620.49 kilometers
Garnering 4 class wins
Despite 2 blown engines
Along with 2 broken sets of wobbly wheels...

Gave us the 2022 Lucky Dog Racing Canada
GT3 Class Championship!

Very well done, guys! 

a wheel at high speed. Fortunately, we had all the necessary 
parts to quickly put everything back into proper racing form, 
then we enjoyed our dinner and got good night’s sleep.

Sunday, I let the drivers loose to have some fun, and our 
lap times continued to drop. Just past the 6-hour mark, our 
fastest and most experienced driver found himself pointed 
in the wrong direction through turn 1 but he managed 
a miraculous save and kept it off the wall. Our tires were 
badly flat spotted by the incident however, and a pit stop was 
required to swap out all four tires. Despite this unplanned 
excursion we still managed a 3rd place on the day. 

LUCKY DOGS...continued from page 65.

Canada’s premier Formula 1200 race car

• Arrive & Drive Racing Programs
• F1200 Engine & Gearbox Builds

• Full Race Car Maintenance

Home of the BRD F1200Home of the BRD F1200

For over 30 Years, Vallis Motor Sport has 
provided racers with top-notch service, race 

preparation, complete car building, trackside 
support and FV/F1200 rental programs.

For your racing needs in Southern Ontario, 
Contact Vallis Motor Sport today.

2205 Hurricane Road, Welland, ON Canada L3B 5N5   Tel: 905.384.0016 
e.mail: williamvallis@gmail.com   www.vallismotorsport.com     

47 MARY STREET 
GEORGETOWN, ONTARIO, CANADA L7G 4V7
905 873 9020    dswitzer@advercomconsulting.com

Dkt. No. 1960
VALLIS MOTOR SPORT 1/2 page Ad - RGB
For Moto/ology Winter. 2020/21 - NC/DSPRINT & DIGITAL • ONLINE MEDIA • FILM & VIDEO • SIGNS & DISPLAYS

CREATIVE PRODUCTION • BRANDING DESIGN & MARKETING SERVICES
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UP NEXT ISSUE

GONE FLYING!
I’ll be having a few choice words to say 
about my fab birthday present I got this 
past fall! My wife (who knows me only too 
well) got me a flight in the WWII-vintage 
Beech Expediter at the Canadian Warplane 
Heritage Museum. Read my thoughts in 
the next issue!

The winter edition of Moto/ology will 
brighten your day and warm those winter 
nights with  more news, more photos with 
more unusual articles on more unusual 
subjects. Watch for it coming to your inbox 
soon! Oh! ...and don’t forget to get a friend 
or two signed up for a free subscription!

MORE SAP UPDATES 
THE SAP–SAGA Continues! I’ve finally 
managed to get the MGB “Stalled and 
Abandoned Project” underway and 
made some serious headway! I repaired 
and rebuilt the faulty PCV system and 
managed to get the carburetors and other 
ancillaries back on the engine. The gearbox 
is in, hooked up, filled with fluid and all 
ready to go. We should be able to get it out 
on the road and do a test-drive just in time 
to put it away for the winter...Geesh!

 COBBLE BEACH REVIEW
Wolfgang (Sonny) Lott is back with a 
look at how life is better at the beach... 
the Cobble Beach Concours, that is! This 
prestigious event takes place in the late 
summer at the wonderful Cobble Beach 
Golf and Country Club on beautiful 
Georgian Bay, in Ontario, Canada. It’s 
modelled after the Pebble Beach Concours 
in California and brings out sone of the 
most valuable and coveted vehicles from 
all over North America and the world. See 
what Sonny saw and read what he has to 
say on this elegant event in our upcoming 
winter issue!

MORE FROM ROYCE ON 
THE LEFT COAST?
Once again we’ll hopefully have another 
fantastic photo-essay from Royce Rumsey! 
Royce is constantly busy running all over 
the continent snapping some of his excellent 
photos of some super events. As a matter of 
fact, Royce has a stash of fabulous photos, 
articles and writings that we can draw from 
so with any luck, we’ll have another of his 
wonderful offerings in the upcoming winter 
issue of Moto/ology for all to enjoy! So, once 

again, watch your inbox for Royce’s brilliant 
subjects and breathtaking photos coming 
soon!

JOHN WRIGHT IS BACK!
John’s been off the radar for a bit while he 
finished his book on the life and times of 
the late Bill Sadler. His book should be out 
by the time our winter issue is and now he 
has some time for us! A while back, John, 
myself and another associate went to Guelph, 
Ontario to meet one of the Tiger Boys, Bob 
Revell. Bob is the last of these legendary 
characters that were known world-wide 
for their award-winning restorations of de 
Havilland Tiger Moths and several other 
vintage aircraft. The “Tiger Boys” as they 
came to be known were regulars at the huge 
EAA Oshkosh show and won many awards 
with their planes. Their facility at the Guelph 
Airpark in southern Ontario, Canada is 
like an Aladdin’s cave filled with models, 
memorabilia and dozens of aircraft!

FEEDBACK!
Hopefully we’ll have some more comments 
from our readers! Check them out and by 
all means please send yours in! 

Son of a Beech! This slick Beech Model 18 Expediter awaits my arrival at 
the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum.

BE SURE
TO CHECK
OUT THESE
FASCINATING 
WEBSITES!

For information and background on vintage
Feather Craft Boats be sure to check out the 

enthusiast’s website at: https://www.feathercraft.net

The Flying Boatmen and their 
fabulous Feather Crafts!

I n 1953, Colonel Scott Fellows of 
the U.S. Air Force was stationed at 
the McGhee-Tyson Airforce Base 

in Knoxville, Tennessee amid the many 
lakes and rivers of the area. A creative kind of guy, he 
envisioned the boating equivalent to the popular airshow 
acts of the time and decided it would be a good idea to “put 
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on a show”, but on water. He formed the Flying Boatmen 
Club and recruited a few members.

For the fascinating history of The Flying Boatmen 
demonstration team and their Feather Craft boats  visit the 
commemorative Facebook site at:

https://www.facebook.com/flyingboatmen/
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